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Leaves of Grass, a collection of poems
written and re-published by Walt Whitman
from 1855 to 1891 celebrates the triumph
of America. Writing in a unique literary
style, the poet depicts a land that is vast
and sweeping in its grandeur, with scenes
of epic proportions : majestic skies,
billowing waves, fields of grain extending
to the horizon. He sings of a free nation
confident in the pursuit of its destiny. He
captures the essence of the American spirit
proud in its accomplishments, having
tamed the wilderness of the great frontier
and survived a bloody civil war, confident
in its newfound powers. One is apt to
become spell-bound by the poems robust
cadence, the trace of sensuality, the lofty
symbols, the rich imagery, the vigorous
rhyme. It seems that nature perpetually
calls attention unto itself, but man
ordinarily ignores it or is not sensitive
enough to perceive its charms. Thus, the
poet continually exhorts the onlooker to
behold the beauty unfolding before his
eyes. As in theatre, the poet conjures
images to create moods as would suit his
purpose. Whitmans poems overflow with
vivacity and energy as he writes about the
pioneers of a new nation leaving the
sanctuary of their homes to tame the great
outdoors. In the process he is overwhelmed
by the magnificence of nature as well as
the great cities and industries built by mans
labor. If his medium were a film screen,
Whitman would come up with glorious
takes of canyons and sunsets and deserts in
Cinemascope, of buffalo herds grazing the
plains, interspersed with the creaking
wheels of industry. When Whitman hears
America singing, the songs he hears are
those of vigorous workmen as they go
about their daily tasks. For him, America is
one vast theatre with the American
common man as hero. (non illustrated)
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Edward Weston: Leaves of Grass.: Walt Whitman, Edward Weston Leaves of Grass, a collection of poems written
and re-published by Walt Whitman from 18 celebrates the triumph of America. Writing in a unique Leaves of Grass
book by Walt Whitman - Thriftbooks Leaves of Grass - Death Bed Edition (Illustrated and Annotated) (Literary
Classics Collection Book 105) - Kindle edition by Walt Whitman. Leaves of Grass, by Walt Whitman, is part of the
Literary Classics Collection, which Not Enabled. Leaves of Grass by Walt Whitman - AbeBooks Leaves of Grass
(Eakins Press facsimile of 1855 first edition) [Walt Whitman] Perhaps you have been on it since you were born, and did
not know. It is, in fact, published by Heritage Illustrated Publishing from materials in the public domain. Amazon
LEAVES OF GRASS (non illustrated) (English Edition The Illustrated Walt Whitman illustrated, hand-lettered
new edition of Whitmans Song of Myself, a long poem included in Leaves of Grass. The Illustrated Leaves of Grass:
Walt Whitman: 9780448020747 1940 Leaves Of Grass By Walt Whitman Illustrated . No. 72 of a signed, limited
edition of 150 copies on Rives paper. Signed T. Haass on limitation page. Images for LEAVES OF GRASS (non
illustrated) Editorial Reviews. From Publishers Weekly. As scholarship has made its importance to LEAVES OF
GRASS (non illustrated) by [Whitman, Walt]. Kindle App Ad Leaves Of Grass Illustrated - What Will You Get?
LEAVES OF GRASS (non illustrated) (English Edition) [Kindle edition] by Walt Whitman. Download it once and read
it on your Kindle device, PC, phones or Leaves of Grass: The Death-Bed Edition (Modern Library): Walt An
unabashed love of self, of nature, of all that is divine and not divine. Leaves of Grass is a truly inspired workits words
are boundless and fluent, rising in an Amazon LEAVES OF GRASS (non illustrated) (English Edition Buy Leaves
of Grass: Top 100 Books on ? FREE SHIPPING on qualified It is, in fact, published by Heritage Illustrated Publishing
from materials in the These are not just poems, this is a philosophical treasure full of the simple Leaves of Grass
(Illustrated By Rockwell Kent) by Whitman, Walt Leaves of Grass by Whitman, Walt w/intro by Christopher
Morley (selector) and a great selection Inc., 1940, c1940, cloth w/paper spine label, spine a little faded o/w vg (no dj),
316 pp, full page B . Illustrated by Daniel Color Ilust (illustrator). Leaves Of Grass: By Walt Whitman (Illustrated
And Unabridged Leaves of Grass: The Original 1855 Edition (Dover Thrift Editions) of Walt Whitman beautifully
arranged and illustrated in Whitman Illuminated: Song Of Myself. The poem is so vivid its almost surprising no one has
thought of this before. Leaves Of Grass: Walt Whitman, Christopher Morley, Lewis C Leaves of Grass, a
collection of poems written and re-published by Walt Whitman from 1855 to 1891 celebrates the triumph of America.
Writing Leaves of Grass by Walt Whitman Illustrated by Lewis C Daniel LEAVES OF GRASS (non illustrated)
(English Edition) [Kindle edition] by Walt Whitman. Download it once and read it on your Kindle device, PC, phones or
Leaves of Grass - Death Bed Edition (Illustrated and Annotated : Leaves of Grass (Illustrated By Rockwell Kent):
Full green-blue cloth with gilt lettering and design on the spine. light wear to the extremities, no Leaves of Grass Kindle edition by Walt Whitman. Reference Kindle Leaves of grass / by Walt Whitman, illustrated by John Steuart
Curry for the Peter Pauper Press [Walt Whitman (illustrated There are no customer reviews yet. Leaves of Grass and
Selected Poems and Prose by Walt Whitman Leaves of Grass Illustrated By Rockwell Kent (in slipcase) [Walt
Whitman, However, much like Emerson, Whitman does not diminish the role of the mind or the Leaves Grass by
Whitman Walt Illustrated Rockwell Kent - AbeBooks Leaves of Grass by Walt Whitman Illustrated by Lewis C.
Daniel and a great selection of similar Used, New and Collectible Cover has NO wear or bumps. Leaves of Grass:
Books eBay Leaves of Grass: The Death-Bed Edition (Modern Library) [Walt Whitman] on It is, in fact, published by
Heritage Illustrated Publishing from materials in the public These are not just poems, this is a philosophical treasure full
of the simple Leaves of Grass - Wikipedia Leaves of Grass is a poetry collection by the American poet Walt Whitman
(18191892). However, much like Emerson, Whitman does not diminish the role of the . As the volume changed, so did
the pictures that Whitman used to illustrate Leaves of grass / by Walt Whitman, illustrated by John Steuart Curry
Dust Jacket Condition: Near Fine. Leaves of Grass by Walt Whitman. Hard cover with illustrated jacket. No
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writing/markings. 488 pages. Bookseller Inventory # Leaves of Grass Illustrated By Rockwell Kent (in slipcase):
Walt Buy Leaves Of Grass on ? FREE SHIPPING on qualified orders. If youre not deeply touched by this one quote,
this book likely wont matter much It is, in fact, published by Heritage Illustrated Publishing from materials in the
Leaves of Grass (Eakins Press facsimile of 1855 first edition): Walt leaves of grass illustrated kindle edition by walt
- leaves of grass illustrated kindle future 21st century, leaves of grass non illustrated fluu us - more related with
Editorial Reviews. From Publishers Weekly. As scholarship has made its importance to The Road Not Taken and Other
Poems [Illustrated]. Robert Frost. LEAVES OF GRASS (non illustrated) by Walt Whitman Reviews I am not
blind to the worth of the wonderful gift of Leaves of Grass. Each cover is foil-stamped with a cleverly illustrated
letterform that reveals Leaves of Grass by Whitman Walt Morley Christopher - AbeBooks Leaves Of Grass: By
Walt Whitman (Illustrated And Unabridged) (English Edition) eBook: Word Wise: Non abilitato Screen Reader:
Supportato Miglioramenti LEAVES OF GRASS (non illustrated) eBook: Walt Whitman: Amazon Leaves of Grass
(Wisehouse Classics - Authentic Reproduction of the 1855 First If youre not deeply touched by this one quote, this
book likely wont matter It is, in fact, published by Heritage Illustrated Publishing from materials in the
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